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Abstract 
It is shown that for standard Brownian motion the present excursion from 0 has probability 
0.80031... of establishing a record as far as its duration is concerned. This follows from a more 
general result concerning the rank of an excursion in the point process representation f 
a renewal process having interarrival times, the distribution of which varies regularly at infinity 
with exponent p e ] - 1, 0[. Using Palm probabilities for Poisson processes one finds in fact the 
generating function of this rank explicitly. 
Keywords: Excursions; Current lifetime 
1. Introduction 
The following problem about excursions of Brownian motion seems to be of some 
interest. Let (t be the duration of the excursion from 0 straddling t. Then it is asked to 
compute the probability that this present excursion has a record duration, i.e. that (, is 
greater than the maximum of the durations of all previous excursions. Simple scaling 
arguments how this probability to be independent of t. 
Obviously, a problem like this is best treated in terms of the (It6)-Poisson process of 
excursions and it turns out that in this setting a complete xplicit answer can be given. 
In order to carry out this computation it helps greatly to expand the question to the 
problem of finding the distribution of the rank (according to duration) of the present 
excursion amongst he set of all excursions up to and including the present one. The 
problem thus formulated allows one further generalization to Poisson point processes 
with intensities not necessarily equal to dt ® d3/2x /~ as in the case of Brownian 
motion excursions. This last generalization is important for applications in renewal 
processes, where the results we obtain have an interpretation as the (limiting) distribu- 
tion of the rank of the current lifetime amongst he lifetimes of all previous renewals• 
In Section 3 we give a precise statement of the (point process) problem after having 
given a summary of known results and notations in Section 2. In Section 4 we 
compute the (double Laplace transform of) the distribution of the rank in the most 
general setting and an explicit expression for the (generating function of the) distribu- 
tion of the rank in the Brownian motion case. In Section 5 we apply the results to 
renewal theory. It turns out that the rank does not satisfy the requirement of almost 
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everywhere continuity, needed for the application of the continuous mapping theorem 
in this case. However, a strengthening of the usual vague topology on the space of 
point measures gives solace through rendering the rank almost everywhere continu- 
ous with respect o this stronger topology. This extension - which may be of some 
independent interest - is dealt with in an appendix. In conclusion, we give some 
numerical results. 
2. Notations, conventions and some reminders 
(1) We have 
F(~;zo, zl)= ~- le -~d~,  
0 
C(:¢; z) = F(:¢; z, oo ), 
r(c¢) = r(~; 0). 
(2) Thus, for 1 < r < 2, 
i f  ~ d~ 1 [ r (2 - r ; z )+z  1 - ' (1 -e -~) ] .  (1 -e - )~7- r -  1 
(3) Let P, be the distribution of a Poisson process on a polish space E with 
intensity n. This means that P,  is a probability measure on the space dC"(E) of simple 
point measures (these being locally finite measures on E, ~-valued and giving 
singletons measure 0 or 1); the measure n is the expectation of P., that is 
f~  co(A)P,(daJ) = VA s ~(E) "~E) n(A). 
Then the family (P,~)x~E of Palm probabilities associated with P. is given by 
Vx6E P~=P.*Ax, 
where Ax is the distribution of the point process which takes with probability 1 the 
value of the point measure 3x. This statement means that one has, for every positive 
measurable function F on 
JC"(E) x E, 
the following integral equality: 
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where the first equality is the definition of Palm probabilities and the second follows 
from the special form of these Palm probabilities in the case of a Poisson process. 
(4) We remind the reader of the formula for the Laplace transform of a Poisson 
process as above. For any non-negative measurable function f on E one has 
f~  e ~f<x~°~(dX)Pn(do~ ) = e-~tl -e -Y ]dn  
"tE¿ 
(5) Let Xt be standard Brownian motion on the probability space 
(~t[0, o0 [t, ~(~t [0 ,  ~ [tt, Wot, 
with local time tt. At time t the present excursion is the excursion straddling t, i.e. the 
process 
where 
y(t) = sup{u < rig,, = 0} 
is the starting time of the excursion and 
fi(t) = inf{s > t lX~ = 0} 
marks its end; ~(t) = fl(t) - 7(0 is the duration of this excursion. During an excursion 
local time is constant; therefore, it makes sense to speak of the local time of an 
excursion. Now, corresponding to any realization ~p of this process, one can define 
a simple point measure 
N,  6 ~/'(X × 3), 
where 2~ = [0, ~ [ and 3 = ]0, ~ [, by specifying its support 
supp(N¢) = {(t~, 3~)le an excursion of q~, with local time te and duration 3~}. 
The distribution of the point process q~ ~ N,  so defined, i.e. the image of Wo under 
this map is a Poisson process with intensity measure 
d3 
dt ® 2,f~83 
(cf., for example, It6 and McKean (1965) for proofs and further details). 
3. Statement of the problem and further preliminaries 
In terms of the notions introduced in (5) of the previous ection we want to find the 
probability of the event that the duration of the present excursion surpasses the 
durations of all previous excursions. 
We shall solve a slight generalization i  finding the distribution of the rank R, of the 
present excursion, that is the number of previous excursions which surpass the present 
one in duration. The problem (and its solution) can be stated purely in terms of the 
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point process of excursions by observing that the starting time of an excursion, with 
local time t equals (with probability 1) the sum of the durations of all previous 
excursions, that is, 
f~×.~ ® 03 dN~, le0.tt 
where l.~ is the identity function on .~. Conversely, one finds that the local time of the 
present excursion at time t equals the supremum of all local times (of excursions) for 
which the starting time of the corresponding excursion is less than t. 
Thus, the problem can be formulated in terms of the point process alone, without 
reference to the Brownian motion. In doing this we shall permit ourselves a further 
generalization i  allowing intensity measures of the form ). ® v, where ). is Lebesgue 
measure on Z and v is a measure on .~. This generalization allows then application of 
our result to renewal processes. 
So, let now P;.®, be the distribution on J/t"(lI) of the Poisson process on II = Z x (.3 
with intensity measure 2 ® v, where v is a - possibly a-finite measure on .3, which 
satisfies 
V0 >0 f~(1 - e-°'~)v(d3) < ~,  (A) 
which is obviously equivalent to the condition ~(1 ^  x)v(dx) < ~.  Define then the 
real time corresponding to a point measure co • ~¢['(1I) and a point t • Z as 
T(t; o) = ~ l[o.tt ® D~dog. 
J1 I 
Observe that 
t ~ T(t; o )  : Z -~ [0, ~ ] 
is continuous from the left and monotone non-decreasing. It is moreover strictly 
increasing with probability 1if v(3) = ~,  and it is everywhere finite with probability 
1 by condition (A). These and a few other well-known results from the theory of 
increasing processes with independent increments will be gathered in the next pro- 
position, for the proof of which we refer to the literature (e.g. Resnick, 1987). Define 
the following sets: 
w,  = {o~ • ~ ' (U) l  3t • ~:, o~({t} x .3) > 1}, 
w2 = {o~•~"(a)13( t ,  3) • a, ~o([0, t/ x ]3, ~D = ~},  
w3 = {o•~"(a)13t  • ~:, T(t, ~)= oo}, 
Wk = {~ • .~"( l l ) l  3t, t = T(t, o~) < r(t + ;~)}, 
w~ + = {~ • .~"(a)13t ,  T(t, o) < T(t + ; ~) = t}, 
W~ = { ~ • ~' (1 I )  IV (t, 3) • supp (~), t ~ [ r(t; ¢o), r(t; co) + 3 [ }, 
w~ = {0~ • ~r ' (u ) l  3, • 3,o~(~ × {3}) > 1}. 
Then we have the following proposition. 
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Proposition 1. JV'I, ,Af2, ,/~/'3 and Jfft6 (t > O) are P; ®,-null sets. I f  v is diffuse then Jff 7 
is a P;,®,-null set as well. For t > O, JV" 4 and dV5 are P;®,,-null sets if v is either 
unbounded or diffuse. 
Let JV~ be the union of the first six of these null sets and JV" the union of all seven of 
these sets. 
Outside Y3  the left-continuous inverse of t ~ T(t;09): ~--* [0, oo [ is well defined 
and equals 
t ~ t'(09) = sup{~l T(s; 09) < t} : [0, oc [ --, Z; 
it is the local time of 09 at (real) time t, we shall also call it the local time of the present 
excursion at time t. 
The duration of the present excursion at time t is defined as 
,((09) = T(tt(09) + ;09) - T(t'(09); 09), 
it can be 0. Observe that, for 09 ~ X~,  3~(09) > 0 implies that 09({(t'(@, 3'(09))}) = l. 
The notion of rank of the present excursion can now be described as follows. Define 
the function 
by 
p: l I  x ,~"(t l )  ~ IN 
p(t, 3; ~)  = co([o, t[ x ]3, oo D. 
We allow the value 0 for 3, and p may then take the value ~.  The random variable R,, 
the rank of the present excursion, is now defined as 
R,(09) = p(t'(09), 3'(09); 09). 
We have the following characterization of the present excursion and corresponding 
formulas for functions of the present excursion. 
Proposition 2. (1) For (0 q~ Wto the present excursion ut(09) = (t'(09), 3'(09)) is completely 
specified by 
09({u'(09)}) = 1 and T(t'(09); 09) < t < T(t'(09); 09) + 3'(09). 
(2) For every measurable function F: 1I x J t ' ( l l )  --* R we have 
09) = ~ F(t, 3; 09) ltrlt:,,,i, r,:,,,~ + 3E(t)09(dt V09 ¢ JV~ F(ut(09); d3). 
3! 1 
(3) In particular, 
V0 > 0 V09¢,/fib e -°R'c°'}= ~ e °P"'s:'"~l[r,:,,,~,rlt:,,,~+,~[(t)09(dtd3). 
d~ i 
Proof. This is obvious by the preceding proposition, [] 
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4. The solution 
We shall now compute 
qst(O ) = p;.®v(e -°R,) 
by evaluating 
S~ cte-" q~,(O) dt 
starting with a computation in which we use the following notation: 
f(t; (t, 3); to) = ltr(t:,o,. T(t;,o)+ .~E(t). 
Lemma 1. Let, for ~ ~ ,:~, ~ be a positive measurable function on ~] and denote by 
tPa.,~ the random variable 
3l I 
then one has the following formula: 
fo  =e-"f  f~.,,,, { f, e °v"'" f(t; n; to)to(du) } P;.®,'(dto)] at
fl 1 - -  e TM 
, j',,(1 - e -~0~ql,,~ + ,~) v(do) v(d3). 
Proof. Performing the integration with respect to t inside the other integrals, one 
finds, using the Palm formula and the easily established facts that 
f(t; u; to + 6,,) =f ( t ;  u; to) 
and 
that 
%(to  + ,L) = q',,(to), 
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Next, observe that the exponent 
- O~lt,,~(o) ) - ~T(t; co) 
is of the form 
- f~t g(o)oJ(do),  
with 
g = lto.t t ® lOoP., + cd3]. 
So,  using the formula for the Laplace transform we can continue with 
=f~( l -e -~") [ f~. ,me-~" '~'"d~'P ; .®, . (doOldtv(d3)  
= f~t (1 - e - ~'~) e - ~E1 . . . .  ¢°-"']d.~ ,'ld,l dt v(d3) 
=f t t  (1 - e - ~s) e I[1 -e  - ' [o . , ] l~}(O~p, (u)  + :~,,}] as ,'ldu)dt v(d~) 
= f~l (1 - e ~3)e-'~tl-e 0~,,, +~,,}l,.Id,,Idt v(d5 )
fo  1 - e -~'~ = I~ [1 - e --"~'.ql'~+ ~'] v(dt)) v(d3). [] 
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This lemma gives the solution of the problem of the distribution of the rank. Denote 
by v~ the image of v under the multiplication operator 
then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. I f  P;.®,. is the distribution of the Poisson point process on 7£ ® :~ with 
intensity measure 2 ® v, where 2 denotes Lebesgue measure, v is a a-finite measure on 
3 satisfying condition (A), and the rank R, is defined as above, then 
;o O(~, 0) def= ~e-~,p;.®,.(e-OR,)dt 
_- ~ 1 - e - -  
v~(dz). 
Jo ~ (1 -- e-r)v~(dy) + (1 - e-°)~'~ e-r  v,(dy) 
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Proof. According to Proposition 2 we have, using the lemma, 
O(~, 0) = o ~e-~' P ;~®,,(e-°Rt)dt 
= f o ~e-" [ f ~.,,, { f e-°'"":'°' f ( t; (t, 3); m)~o(dt 3) } P ;.®,.(do~) ] dt 
fo  1 - e -~'~ = ~ [1 - e -~0~. ~-ZS~7 + ~,,] v(dl)) v(d3) 
fo 1 - e -~,~ GO J'o (1 - e -  ")v(do) + (1 - e-°).l'~ e -  ~"v(do) v(d3) 
fo 1 -e - - -  co ~o (1 - e-Y)v~(dy) + (1 - e - ° )~ e-Yv~(dy) v~(dz) [] 
Corollary 1. The rank Rt of the present excursion for standard Brownian motion has 
generating function F(s) given by 
fo  1 - e -z dz 
F(s) = ~(1  - e-r)dy/y 3/2 + (1 - S)~z ~e-rdy/y 3/2 z 3/2 
I o  I - e -~ dz 
= ½ F(½) - -  ( I  - -  s ) [F (½;  z) - z -1 /2  e-Z-] z3 /2  • 
Proof. In the case of Brownian motion excursions v(d3) = d3 /2x /~ and therefore 
v~(d3) = ~1/2 v(d3). 
Applying the theorem in this case gives a O which is independent of ct and which 
therefore quals P;.® ,.(e -°R') as t ~ R, is left continuous with probability 1. Then the 
statement of the corollary follows by simple manipulation, using (1) and (2) from 
Section 2. [] 
5. The case of renewal processes 
Let (Xn),~ ~ be a sequence of i.i.d, positive random variables, all with distribution 
v concentrated on ]0, oo [. As is well known, the associated renewal process 
t~-~Nt=max{neN,~X~<_t}~=~ ( t>O)  
can be realized as a function of a Poisson process on R+ x]O, ~ [ with intensity 
dt ® v. In fact, using the not ion of real time as introduced in Section 3 and using the 
concepts introduced there, the process 
Nt(co) = co(l-O, T(f(c~); co)-] x 20, ~ D 
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has the same distribution as the process (Nt) ,~..  The duration of the present 
excursion in this case is what in renewal theory is usually called the (current) total 
lifetime. The results of Section 3 provide us therefore with the (Laplace transform of) 
the generating function of the rank of the current otal lifetime. We propose to study 
the limiting behaviour of the distribution of this rank as t ~ oo in the case where the 
tail of the distribution v varies regularly at ~ with exponent p, that is 
v([ux, ~ D 
lim - x< 
.~  v(Eu, ~ [) 
Let v~ denote the tail measure of v, i.e. 
v;(]z, ~ [) = z". 
Now the condition (A) (on v~) 
f (1 -e -~. ' )v~(dz)< oo Va E]O, 
for having finite real time, is satisfied iff - 1 < p < O. 
Let, for fl > O, 7 > O, 
M~.~ = M~®M'~:U ~ 11, 
be the operator of simultaneous multiplication by factors fl and 7 in U = 3; ® 3. Put 
f l ( j  = v([7-1, ~ D, and denote by vr the bounded measure M}~(v)/f l( j  of total mass 
f l ( j -  x on 3. Then one knows (cf. Resnick, 1987, Chapters 3 and 4) that vr converges 
o~ that vaguely to vp,  
M~I,~(P;.®,.) = P;.®,.~ (5.1) 
and that, consequently 
lim M~, .  ~ (P;. ® ,.) = P;. ® ,.; 
;,~0 
narrowly, for the vague topology on O. In fact there is more. Introducing the function 
cb = f ® u : ti ---, ~,  
wherefis any (but henceforward fixed) Lebesgue integrable, strictly positive, bounded 
and continuous function on ~, which we normalize to ~ f d2 = 1, and 
u = llo ' ll" D.~ + 1]~,~o[, 
we have that 
f ~d(,~®v,)= f. udv~,< 
and 
f ~d(2®vp)= f. udv~-  1 t ~ p+l  
- - m <  oO.  
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Now - referring to the notions and results of the appendix - we have the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 3 (1) v~ and v~ E Jt.(.:~), 
(2) V~ ~ ]0, oc ] lim;. ~ 0 $10, ~[ u dv~ = S]0.< udv~, 
(3) V~k • cg,(3 ) lim:~ 0 I,~ t) dv~ = I,~ qJ dv~. 
Proof. (1) By definition. 
(2) With partial integration one finds 
] l])r~)I]0-, ,~EH(0)dt) -- tH(7 - ' t  ) (t _< 1) 
o,~[udv~ = H(7- ' [7~]0,;, [H(t?)dt) - H(7-1t) (t > 1), 
where H(x) = v(] x, ~ D. Then, Karamata's theorem (cf., for example, de Haan, 1970, 
Theorem 1.2.1) yields 
lim ~ udv~ = ~ - p/(p + 1)te+l (~ < 1), 
:.~0 J]0,~[ (1/(p + 1) - ~" (~ > 1). 
Direct computation of the corresponding integrals with respect o v~ then proves the 
statement. 
(3) (2) implies that the bounded measures u. v~ (i.e. the measure on 3 with density 
u with respect o v~) converge, as 7 ~, 0, narrowly to u" v~. Hence, as q2 e cg,(3) implies 
that O/u is a bounded continuous function on ,], it follows that 
l imf, Odv '= l imf , (O /u 'd 'u 'vy '=f , (O /u 'd (u 'v ; '=f ,  .,.+o . [] 
Hence, we have the following result. 
Proposition 4. (1) V7 2 ® v ~ and 2 ® v p e d.t + O.l), 
(2) lim~ ~o 2 ® v~ = 2 ® v~, with respect o the q~-topology of ~q+ O.l). 
Proof. Obvious since, for any/~, 
f f. 
and from (1) and (3) of the previous proposition and the integrability o f f  [] 
Thus, Theorem A.3. is applicable and we get the following proposition. 
Proposition 5. 
lim:.~oM~.,~(P~.®,.) = P~.®,.;, 
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with respect o the narrow topology of  
~¢~ [~C (n), ~(~,g (it) ~ ~ '  • (it), %(it))] .  
Proof. Obvious from Theorem A.3 and (5.1). [] 
Application of this now yields our main result on the convergence in law of the rank 
of the current lifetime. 
Theorem 2. I f  v is a probability distribution on ,3 = ]0, oc [ which varies regularly at 
oc with exponent p 6 ] - 1, 0[ and Rt is the rank of  the current renewal at time t, then 
the distribution of  Rt has a limit as t ~ oc , the 9enerating function F~ of  which satisfies 
fo  1 - e - :  dz 
Fp(s)= j~( l -e -Y )dy / (y  1 r )+(1-> ?e  Ydy/ (y l -P )  z 1 -p  
f /  1 -e  = dz 
= ( - P) r(p + 1) - (1 - s)[r(p + l; z) - zpe "] z I p" 
Proof. The proof consists of two parts. First we show that R, is continuous with 
respect o the (relative) oh-topology of (2 = ~"(1I )  ¢~ ~'~ (ll), outside a P~ ® ,;-null set, 
allowing us to apply the continuous mapping theorem with respect to the narrow 
convergence of Proposition 5. The second part is concerned with the identification of 
the random variable 
As to the first, fix t e [~+ and consider the following subset of Q: 
(20 = (X ' )  c c~ (2 
(cf. the remarks below the proof of Proposition 1 in Section 3 for the definition of JV "t). 
Proposition 1 shows that (20 has full measure with respect o P;. ®,.;. We propose to 
show that Rt is q~-continuous at all points of f2o. 
As a preliminary, consider 
T~(t; co) = fu lt°'t]×]°":l(~'t)) r~°(d~ d~)" 
Remark that 
lim T~(t; ~o) = 0 (5.2) 
~:j, 0 
and that t ~-* T~,(t; co) is right continuous. 
Choose an ~o  6 (20 and put 
(1o, 30) = (t'(o~o), 3'(O~o)), 
a = t - T(to; ~Oo), 
b = 3o-  a. 
Observe that both a and b are strictly positive, by Proposition 2. 
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Fix c ~ ]0, min(a, b)[ and choose, using (5.2) and Proposition 1, ~ e ]0, 3o[ in such 
a way that we have for some n e ~, 
T~(to; 090) < c, 
09o([0, to] x [e, ~ D = 090([0, toe x [~, ~ D + 1 = n + 1, 
09o(~ × {30}) = 1. 
Now, using the fact that supp(090) n [to, t] × [e, ~ [- is finite by Proposition 1 and the 
right continuity of t ~ T~(t; 090), we can find ~ and/~ with ~ < ~ < 3o </~, and 7 > 0 
such that 
09o(]to, to + 7] x [~, ~ D = 0, 
T~(to + 7; 090) < c, 
090([0, to + 7] × [~,/~]) = 1. 
Let d be the metric d((t, 3 ) , (~ ,~) )= l t -~ l  v 13-t9] on ~[, and F the set 
[0, to + 7] × [e, ~ [. Then it is not difficult to show that 
°//1 = {09 E f2l T,((to + 7) + ;09) < c}, 
is open with respect o the relative q~-topology of f2, and that 
og z = {09 ~ f21 d(supp(09) c~ F, supp(090) n F) < 6} 
is q~-open as well. Take 
- c  b -c  
6<min  ~,fl, a n 'n+ l '?' ½min{d(u'u') lu'u'  Esupp(09°)nF; u #u'} '  
d(supp(090) n F, FC)}. 
Then, fixing an 09 e q /= q/1 n °/12 one finds easily that there is exactly one point 
(~(09), 0(09)) ~ supp(09) n [to - 6, to + ~] x [30 - 6, 30 + 6]. 
Using the definition of q /one  finds readily, by direct estimation of the sums involved, 
that 
T(~(09); 09) < t < T(~(09); ~0) + ~(09), 
which implies that 
(t'(09), 3'(09)) = (s(09), r~(09)). 
Finally, it is now obvious from the fact that e < 3o and from the choice of 6, that 
R~(09) = R,(09o) for 09 e q/. Thus, R, is ~-continuous at 09o, which concludes the first 
part of the proof. 
So there remains the identification of the random variable R,o Ma.r. First we 
compute 
(~,t) = (t', 3') [ma.r09o]. 
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(2, 3) must satisfy the following two conditions: 
[Ma,~Oo](S,t ) = I 
and 
T(~; M~,~.Wo) < t < T(s; Mt~,~Wo) + 3, 
which by an easy calculation leads to 
(/~- 12, 7-1 t) = (t ~-" "'-" , ,~' ) (~o)  
or  
(t 7, 3 7) [M~,~Wo] = (fit ~' ,7, y3~ ,7)(Wo). 
By simple substitution this leads to 
R7 o M~.,~Wo = R~-,t(Wo). 
Thus, we may now conclude that the distribution of R~.-,t under P;.®,. converges, as 
7 ~, 0, to the distribution of R, under P;.®,.;, or that the distribution of Rs under 
P~®,. tends, as s T ~,  to the distribution of R~ under P~.®,.;. This last distribution 
however (which, according to the preceding reasoning must be independent oft) is the 
one given by the statement of the theorem, by a computation which completely 
parallels the one in the proof of the corollary in the preceding section. [] 
6. Concluding remarks; numerical results 
The formulas of Theorem 2 yield explicit expressions for the probabilities 
l t k (p )  = P;.®,.;[R7 = k] = lim P;~®,.[R~ = k] 
sT~ 
and the expectation 
e(p) = P; ® v;[RT]. 
Corollary 2. 
fo (1  -- e-~)(zPe -~ -- F(p + 1; Z)) k dz 
Ztk(p)=- -p  ~, . ,~ , , z ) - -+~e_-7)U+ T zl_ p, 
- -  p dz 
F(f l+ 1) 2 ~ff(1 - e-~)tzPe -~ - r (p  + l; Z))z~C~_p, 
e(p) = 
00, 
t -~<p<0) ,  
t - l<p_< -½1. 
Proof. The formulas are simple direct consequences of the ones in Theorem 2. The 
convergence (respectively divergence) of the integral, for the expectation for the 
various values of p, follows from a straightforward estimate of the integrand 
near 0. [] 
One finds the following numerical values in Table 1. 
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Table I 
P g0(P) gl(P) ~2(P) ~3{P) e(p) 
-0 .9  0.29116 0.0579588 0.0306045 0.0204329 
-0 .6  0.71075 0.922215 0.0415799 0.0246160 
-0 .5  0.80031 0.0812248 0.0334197 0.0184591 
-0 .4  0.872281 0.0641444 0.0233112 0.0116980 0.53447 
-0 .1  0.991867 0.0069315 0.0009229 0.0001958 0.00975 
It is not too hard to show that 
l imbo(p)= 1 and lim ~o(p)=0.  
pT0 p~ -1  
It seems reasonable to expect hat therefore one should have 
P~. ® ,.g [R, = 0] = 1, 
P~. ® ,,+, ERr = 0] = 0, 
and in fact also 
Vk~[~ P;+®,,. [R,=k]=O. 
However, the limitation to - 1 < p < 0 in Theorem 2 seems to be unavoidable and 
therefore the methods used here cannot prove these equalities. On one side of the 
spectrum of possible values, Grfibel (1993) has shown that Rt/t has a proper limit 
distribution as t --} ~ in the case where the interarrival times X, have finite expecta- 
tion. 
Appendix.  Addenda on narrow convergence 
Let X be a polish space. (dr(X) is the space of continuous functions with compact 
support on X; (db(X) the space of bounded continuous functions on X. Jt '+(X), 
respectively, Jt'b+(X) are the cones of positive Radon measures, respectively, of 
bounded positive Radon measures on X. The vague topology on J/t'+(X) is the 
topology induced by the action of the elements of (dr(X) on J/4 + (X), i.e. the weakest 
topology which renders all functions 
~-~ fx q~dp'~q+(X) ~ ~'  p 
tp running through (dr(X), continuous. Similarly, the narrow topology on ~g~ (X) is 
defined as the weakest opology which renders all functions 
,a ~ fx ~pd/~:./g~-(X) ~ ~, 
tp running through (db(X), continuous. 
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For the sake of clarity - in the presence of these, and more to come, different 
topologies on these spaces of measures - we shall adopt here the Bourbaki notation 
for these topologies. Thus, the vague, respectively, the narrow topology will be 
denoted by a( J [  + (X), cgK(X)) and a(Y[ + (X), cgb(X)), respectively. As a generaliz- 
ation we describe now a family of intermediate spaces with corresponding intermedi- 
ate topologies. 
Let ~b be a strictly positive bounded continuous function on X, with the following 
property: 
VK ~X Kcompact ~ 3c~ 1K <C~. 
Let cg~(X) be the space of continuous functions on X which are dominated by positive 
multiples of ~, i.e. 
%(x) - -  {4, e %(X)l 3e > 0, I~1-  a,t,}, 
and define J/'~ (X) to be the space of those Radon measures on X for which 4~ (and 
hence also every ~ • cg,(X)) is integrable, i.e. 
and endow ~'g(X)  with the topology a(~c/g(X), cg,(X)), which we shall call the 
eb-topology. Observe that 
JC; (X) ~ Jtg (x) ~ ~+ (X), 
with continuous inclusions for, respectively, the narrow, the 4~- and the vague 
topologies. Note also that Jf~-(X) is a special case of~¢ + (X), by taking 4~ to be lx. 
We have the following compactness criterion, generalizing Prohorov's compactness 
criterion for the narrow topology. ~*ffx denotes the collection of all compact subsets 
of X. 
Theorem A1. For a subset d of ~tl~(X) to be pre-compact with respect to the 
•-topology, the following two conditions are necessary and sufficient: 
3M~+ Vv~¢ ~x~dV<M, 
Ve>O 3K~3ff(X) Vve~¢ ~r~dv<e.  
Proof. It is obvious that the map M~ 
v ~ 4,. v :~ ' ;  (x) -, ~G+ (x) 
is a homeomorphism with respect to the q~- and narrow topologies, respectively. This 
proves the statements by Prohorov's theorem. [] 
Next we have the following extension of the theorem on the semi-continuity of the 
integral as a function of the measure (cf., for example, Bourbaki, 1969, 5.3.6; or 
Schwartz, 1973, Appendix). 
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Theorem A2. Let f be a lower (upper) semi-continuous non-negative function on X, 
which is dominated by cp. Then the map 
v ~ Sxfdv:~g[ +(X) --* R+ 
is lower (upper) semi-continuous with respect o the q~-topolooy of .l.[+ (X). 
Proof. Using the homeomorphism J¢ , ,  this is obvious, since the corresponding 
statement for di'g ~ with the narrow topology is known to be true. [] 
Say that a subset A of X is ~-bounded if its indicator function is dominated by cp. 
Then this theorem has the following corollary for the relative ~P-topology on 
~'(x )  n ~ g (x). 
Corollary A.I. I f  F c X is closed and ~-bounded then 
{co ~ ~"(x )n  ~g(X) l~o(v)= 0} 
is open in the relative cP-topology of J l ' (X )  n ~4[ + (X). 
Proof. This is clear from the theorem and from the fact that in dC"(X), co(F) = 0 is 
equivalent to co(F) < a for some ~ e ]0, 1[. [] 
Corollary A.2. Let F be a closed and eP-bounded subset of X and A a finite subset ofF. 
Let, for each a ~ A, Ua be a pre-compact open neighbourhood of a, such that the 
(compact) closures Ua are disjoint for different a and U, c F for every a E F. Then 
the set 
{to e M/'(X) c~ M/g (X)] o)(F)= IAI and VaEA, to(Ua) = to(fJ.) = 1} 
is open in the relative ~-topology of J l ' (X )  n ~g[+(X). 
Proof. As each set 
{o) ~ MC"(X) n dg~(X)lcO(Ua)= CO(lTa)= 1} = {02 e ~t"(X) n J[C~(X)l ~ 
< ~o(U°) _< (-(U.) < 1 + ~} 
is, for any ~ ~ ]0, 1 [ ~P-open by the theorem, the statement follows from the preceding 
corollary. [] 
Application of Theorem A.1. to Poisson processes on X yields the following 
theorem. 
Theorem A.3. Let (v,) be a net in ~¢¢+(X) which converges vaguely to v ~ J l+(X). 
Suppose that there is a strictly positive bounded continuous function rP on X such that 
Vo~ v~,~J/C~(X) and ve JCg(X)  
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and 
lim v= = v, 
at 
with respect o the alP-topology. 
Then the distributions Pv, of the Poisson processes on X with intensities v~ and P,, are 
concentrated on 
and 
lim P~. = P~, 
at 
with respect o the narrow topology of 
~ [~(X)  c~ ~' (X) ,  a(~,+(X) n ~ ' (X) ,  ~,(X))].  
Proof. As • > 0 implies 1 - e 0, < 0~, for 0 _> 0 we see that 
1 - e - 0 ,  E ~. (X) .  
Let F~ (respectively F~,) be the distribution of ~ ~ ~x @d~ with respect o P~(Pv,). 
Then the expressions for the Laplace transforms 
PJO) = #JOe) = e-L"-°-"*~d' 
and a corresponding one for the P,,, imply that the distribution of the random 
variable o~ ~--~ ed~o, and hence also those of ~-~ ~pd~o f r ~0e cg,(X) are non- 
defective. Therefore P~ and P~, are concentrated on Meg (X). 
The set {v, }, being a ~-convergent et, is pre-compact with respect to the e-topology; 
hence, by Theorem A.I., 
• dr,, = M < sup 
at .Jx 
and 
W>0 3KEEXx supfK~dvat<e2. 
Therefore 
and 
v, Pw{o~e~t~(x) f ~dO~<_2M/~}>_l-½~. 
It follows that 
:~  = ~oe~l.tg(X ~dm<½eand ~dto<2M/~ , 
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which is compact with respect o the (/)-topology by the preceding theorem, satisfies 
V~ Pv,(o,T'~) _> 1 - ~. 
Therefore, we have that the family {Pv,} is pre-compact in the narrow topology of 
~;  [~'g (x), o-(~g (x), %(x))]. 
Moreover, as 
lira fiv,(~b) = lim e -~x" -~-  ~)d,.~ = e -L" -e  ~l,,d,.= Pv(dP) 
for q~ ~ (go(X), it follows that {P~,} has P~ as its unique limit point in the narrow 
topology of 
~+ [,//4+ (X), a (~g (X), %(X) ) ] .  
Hence, 
lim P~, = P~ 
~t 
in this topology. [] 
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